g;J!8:llgian, with its horrid tangle of typefaces and indices, may know what I mean)." Perhaps my disagreement about the beauty of the mathematics, or lack thereof, is at the r oot of my feeling that t he verbal arguments one must present to get around the mathematics can frequently be more convoluted and confusing than the mathematics itself.
In spite of my reservations, this is a noble effort, and I am sympathetic to its motivating theme. Icke argues that "what gets in our way is that the concepts are unusual, not that they are extremely difficult." It is frustrating when r eviewers of popular physics literature confuse arguments that are unusual or new with arguments that are difficult. There is a feeling that if you have to think about a scientific argument-as distinct from, say, an economic or philosophical one--it is too difficult to bother worrying about. To the extent that this book supports the effort to show that a sufficiently motivated novice can appreciate the intricacies of many of the ideas at the forefront of physics, I applaud it. Sausalito, Calif , 1995. 232 pp. $26.50 pb ISBN 0-935702-36-9 The literature on lasers is large, rapidly growing and impressive, reflecting the rather substantial influence of this tool in science and in society. Laser Experiments for Beginners, by Richard N. Zare, Bertrand H. Spencer, Dwight S. Springer and Matthew P. J acobson, aims to fill a relatively rarefied niche within this vast Ji1:erature. The authors have designed a simple experimental program tai·geted at high school seniors and college undergraduates and intended to excite students and expose them to the laser and its applications.
I enjoyed working t hrough this book.
The program is organized around three general phenomena associated with light: scattering, refraction and spectr oscopy. Tbis second edition is extensively updated to rdlect our current understanding of continental drift. In some experiments, such as laser light diffraction from colloidal crystals, the behavior of light is the central theme of the measurement, while in other cases, such as column chromatography, the refraction of laser light is used as a tool to reveal other physical phenomena. Though many topics in laser physics are absent, the chosen experiments will be sufficient to excite the students and expose them to the laser.
There are five major chapters: scattering from disordered systems, diffraction from ordered systems, refraction, electronic structure of matter and photochemistry. Each chapter begins with a short, introductory section that uses simple models to elucidate the theory needed to understand the experiments of that chapter. These introductory expositions are a strong point of the book. The discussions are very clear. Each experimental writeup also has a supplementary discussion that further clarifies the ideas of that particular measurement.
The experiments are concept oriented and generally quite simple, with straigh tforward, step-by-step instructions. The authors also provide a useful grading of the experiments in terms of their conceptual and technical difficulty. With instructor assistance, high school students can probably do the easier experiments, but generally I think the book is better suited for college freshmen and sophomores. Experiments utilize low-power heliumneon lasers, store-bought chemicals and inexpensive optical components such as polarizers, mirrors and sample cells. The first chapter of the book is devoted to important details, such as safety equipment and equipment costs and manufacturers.
Among the most interesting experiments to physicists are those connected with colloids, emulsions and gels. These experiments exploit simple optical effects to measure the instabilities of complex fluids. Thus experimenters gain exposure to some fascinating materials as well as the means to study these systems. Later sections, on fl uorescence spectroscopy and photochemistry, provide stimulating introductions to chemical physics. These experiments teach students about energy levels, and it is at this point that a more extensive discussion of lasers is finally provided.
Overall, I heartily recommend this book as a source of experiments and ideas for those of us teaching optical physics and chemistry to undergraduates. The combined experimental and theoretical approach that the book offers is not common, and I think it is 92 MARCH 1996 PHYSICS T ODAY likely to have a very positive effect on students through the sense of scientific adventure it engenders.
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